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OVERVIEW

As discussions on the UK’s future trading
relationships continue, GTR UK 2019 will take
place in London on May 8, providing an unrivalled
opportunity for the UK business community to
convene and discuss the UK’s key trade priorities.
Once registered, log-in to GTR Connect
to network with fellow delegates,
download event materials and more.

Exhibition & Networking
GTR UK 2019 offers unrivalled networking
opportunities in our exhibition hall.

Once again enjoying the unrivalled support of the UK’s leading
banks, trade bodies government and building on last year’s
attendance of around 500 delegates, this event provides a crucial
forum for exporters, financiers and trade specialists to network,
discuss and debate.
Please join us and our formidable line-up of the most senior experts,
as we explore the future of UK trade and exports.

“The event to attend in this rapidly
changing environment. Interesting topics
and good speakers.”

Venue Details
Venue:	etc.venues
155 Bishopsgate,
London, UK
Tel:

+44 (0)20 3735 4400

Web: 	www.etcvenues.co.uk/
venues/155bishopsgate
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W Van Den Berg, ING

Join GTR on social media
“Essential content and networking
for any UK exporter.”
S West, FBNBank (UK) Limited

Click here to see
a list of attending
companies from
2018’s event

Official conference
hashtag: #GTRUK

www.gtreview.com

STATISTICS

What to expect

500+
Delegates

250+

Companies

Company size breakdown in 2018

65+

25%

28%

47 %

Multinational

Mid

SME

Speakers

Attendee breakdown by job title in 2018

51%

33%

16%

C-level

Senior level

Mid-level

Percentage of attendees by region in 2018

AFRICA

1%

AMERICAS

Kenya
South Africa

2%

EUROPE

Canada
United States

93 %

MENA

Belgium
France
Ireland
Netherlands
Norway
Switzerland
United Kingdom

3%

ASIA

Iraq
Saudi Arabia
UAE

1%

Hong Kong
Singapore
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Corporates & traders

Banks & financiers

Non-bank financiers

Govt orgs & public bodies

Technology & fintech

Consultants & accountants

Insurers & risk managers

Media

ECAs & multilaterals

Lawyers

Education

Sectors attended in 2018

49%

15%

8%

7%

7%

6%

3%

2%

1%

1%

1%
www.gtreview.com

AGENDA

Wednesday, May 8, 2019
09.00 Chair’s opening remarks

10.10 Interview: Introducing the UK’s trade commissioners
With future trade agreements deemed of the utmost priority and with
increasing focus on ensuring the UK has a strong presence across all
corners of the globe when it comes to trade negotiations, this session
provides the opportunity to hear from those tasked with championing British
trade with some of the UK’s biggest economic partners. What markets
and sectors do they see as providing the greatest opportunities for UK
companies? How can they raise awareness of the virtues of exporting,
particularly for first time exporters?
Emma Wade-Smith, HM Trade Commissioner for Africa
Simon Penney, HM Trade Commissioner for Middle East
Andrew Mitchell, HM Trade Commissioner for Europe

Emma McClarkin MEP, Member of the Committee on International Trade,
European Parliament

09.05 Keynote speech
This opening address will be delivered by Liam Fox, Secretary of State
for International Trade on the UK’s future trade prospects, including some
potential announcements on new developments in the UK’s international
trade policy.

09.20 Plenary debate: What next for UK trade policy?
This high-level discussion group will come together to consider the overall
picture of uncertainty in the current UK climate. How can we signpost
exporters to what we know rather than what we don’t? What are the helpful
initiatives that companies may not be aware of and how can we highlight
these? What are the practical implications of UK trade policy and what role
can technology play in making things easier? Where is the banking sector
in all of this?
Moderator: Emma McClarkin MEP, Member of the Committee on
International Trade, European Parliament
Philip Bouverat, Director, Global External Affairs, JCB
L. Alan Winters, Professor of Economics, University of Sussex; Director,
UK Trade Policy Observatory
Benjamin Digby, Director, International Trade & Investment, CBI
Grace Blakeley, Research Fellow, Institute for Public Policy Research
(IPPR); Economics Commentator, The New Statesman

10.50

Networking break
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“A ‘must-attend’ for every company exporting
or keen to expand.”
G Bergamasco, Contracta UK

June 13, 2019
Chicago, Illinois

“It was the first GTR event I attended and I found
it very informative and a great networking
platform for all industry key-players.”
I Zamprianov, BNY Mellon

MEDIA PARTNERS
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AGENDA

Select either Stream A, Stream B or Stream C
Stream A

Stream B

Stream C

11.30 Exporter lightning talks: Stories from the coalface

11.30 B
 reakout: How strong are the levels of government
support for UK businesses?

11.30 Workshop: Addressing financial crime risk in trade finance

This session will bring together a range of exporting companies to share
their experiences in conducting international trade business. Among the
themes to be covered:
●● How are companies adjusting their export and export promotion
strategies? Are they changing course or is it more of a ‘wait and see’
approach? Is this even more dangerous in risking paralysis?
●● Despite all talk of Brexit impact, is it true that tangible changes to
trade flows will take longer to materialise?
●● How big an issue are foreign exchange challenges for companies?
What measures are being taken to mitigate against these?
●● Concessional lending and the role of DFID: Has any progress been
made on this ongoing concern for corporates?
●● Trade missions: What do you need to know about them? How do you
get on them?
●● Share your export stories! Delegates will be asked to share their own
experiences of conducting exports

Panel group:
Moderator: Richard Simon-Lewis, Head of Origination, Client
Coverage, Marketing & Communication, UK Export Finance
Guto Davies, Managing Director, Global ECA CoE Leader, GE Capital
Mark Norris, Partner, Sullivan & Worcester UK
Gabriel Buck, Managing Director, GKB Ventures
Mark Ling, Head of Trade & Working Capital, Santander Corporate &
Commercial Banking

Moderator: Dominic Broom, Member, Executive Committee, ICC
Banking Commission
Joe Collins, Director, African Supplies Ltd
David Marks, Managing Director, Levity Crop Science
Claire Jackson, Export Business Development Manager, Eat Natural
Jacob Thundil, Director, Cocofina
Erin Graybill, Founder & Managing Director, Niré Beauty

Followed by breakout groups:
Group 1. Direct lending: Boosting UK export competitiveness
With an additional £2 billion made available via UK Export Finance
(UKEF) for overseas buyers of British goods and services, this group
will consider how such initiatives can help exporters succeed in the
global marketplace. It will also consider the impact of the additional £2
billion allocated and whether this should be increased further.
Led by: Wedad Kurukgy, Export Finance Manager, UK Export
Finance

12.20 S
 traight to the source: Improving visibility in the UK’s
supply chains
The UK is said to be entering a new phase in its supply chains. A lack
of visibility and transparency was said to be at the heart of a number of
recent high profile corporate failures, whilst a report last year by Fitch
Ratings called for supply chain finance to be classified as debt, sounding
the alarm for many SCF programmes. Coming in the wake of efforts to
tackle late payments to suppliers and with the government being urged
to take tougher action, this session will consider a number of key issues,
from the role of technology to whether more corporates (and their banks)
should be asking questions on where their goods are being sourced from.
Moderator: Mirka Skrzypczak, Head of Working Capital & Trade
Products, NatWest
Geoffrey Wynne, Partner, Sullivan & Worcester UK
Rebecca Harding, Chief Executive Officer, Coriolis Technologies;
Author, ‘The Weaponization of Trade’
James Binns, Managing Director, Global Head of Trade & Working
Capital, Barclays

13.00
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This special workshop-style session will address one of the most
contentious issues facing the UK trade market, namely that of financial
crime and the importance of regulatory compliance. Among the key
themes to be addressed:
●● How important is it to address vulnerabilities in trade finance
programmes?
●● The evolving financial services ecosystem: Changes in international
standards, laws and regulations, the impact of Brexit
●● Trade-based money laundering (TBML) techniques and AML best
practices
●● Know Your Customer’s Customer (KYCC), Enhanced Due Diligence
(EDD) and Extra Enhanced Due Diligence (E2D2)
●● Resource constraints and competing priorities: How much pressure
do these issues place on business models?

This interactive ‘classroom-style breakout’ will consider some of the
latest developments in the government’s support of UK trade and
exports. Following an initial panel discussion, experts will lead special
breakout groups to conduct brainstorming and idea sharing sessions,
before providing final summaries at the end.

Group 2. The export working capital scheme
Introduced to assist UK exporters in gaining access to working capital
finance (pre and post-shipment) in respect of specific export contracts,
this group will consider how the scheme can help UK businesses that
win overseas contracts, particularly those of a higher value than usual to
their business.
Led by: Hitesh Patel, Export Finance Manager, UK Export Finance
Group 3. Promoting export opportunities
This group will consider how the approach to promoting export
opportunities has evolved, from development of the great.gov website
to working with local representatives and companies to increase
the number of potential contracts available. It will also consider the
measures taken to improving online offerings to help facilitate this.
Led by: Julie Robertson, Export Finance Manager, UK Export Finance

13.00

Aamar Ahmad, Managing Director, Sigma Risk

12.15

Close of stream

“A very well run, informative conference that
is a must in the trade finance calendar.”
B Talsi, BMCE Bank

“Great conference with extensive networking
opportunities, recommended for all market
peers, and especially SMEs.”
J Okine, Sanzia

Lunch

Lunch
www.gtreview.com

AGENDA

Select either Stream A or Stream B
Stream A

Aarti Patel, Head of European Sales, Tradeteq
Sébastien Bruyant, Chief Executive Officer, RiverRock Trade
Finance Fund
Lanre Oloniniyi, Co-Founder, Orbitt
Jérôme Pezé, Chief Executive Officer & Founder, Tinubu Square

14.10 F
 it for purpose: How are optimism levels on the health of
the insurance sector?
This debate-style session will ask a group of practitioners to take a
position on the current health of the UK insurance market, conducting
open discussions before asking the audience to decide on a ‘winning’
argument. Strong opinions are welcomed!

15.50

Moderator: Matt Strong, CEO, Credit Specialties, Marsh JLT
Specialty

Stream B

‘Somewhat cautious’: The current climate poses a unique set of
challenges, from predictions of a potential uptick in UK business
insolvencies to concerns over passporting rights post-Brexit. The recent
trend for mergers and acquisitions between insurance companies only
further complicates matters.
Rachael Anstock, Senior Underwriter, Zurich
Megha Khanduja, Underwriter, Global Political Risk, Credit & Bond,
AXA XL
‘Hugely optimistic’: The insurance market is by nature a sector based
on tackling uncertainty. Products are constantly evolving, whilst the
trend for businesses to now look to emerging markets plays to a key
strength. Mergers also create larger companies with greater capacity
which can help further grow the market.
Bernie de Haldevang, Head of Specialty, Canopius
Richard Miller, Director, Head of TradeRisk Solutions, PIB Insurance
Brokers

15.00 S
 hare and share alike: New thinking in the distribution of
trade risks
As regulatory oversight (and the impact of Basel in particular) continues
to provide challenges for banks, this session will look at the increasing
trend for banks to sell trade risks, both in terms of risk mitigation
but also for balance sheet efficiency. Discussions will centre on how
technology is playing a bigger role in providing access to institutional
investors and ensuring their participation on trade risk, along with the
role of the insurance market as a partner in distributing those risks. It
will also look at how some of the more established non-bank players
are now taking more of a role in originating transactions and engaging
directly with the corporate market.
Moderator: Christopher Hall, Senior Underwriter, Liberty Specialty
Markets; Board Member, Head of Regions, ITFA
Damian Austin, European Head of Trade Finance, Bank ABC
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Leadership Network (MSTLN)
Followed by discussion with:
Nigel Clarke, Chief Executive Officer, Morgan Innovation &
Technology
Stephen Loftus, Chief Commercial Officer, Brompton Bicycle
Ian Howells, Senior Vice-President, Honda Motor Europe

Networking break
15.50

Networking break

14.10 A
 re we now entering stage 2 of the technology
conversation? What are the pitfalls?
As industry discussions continue around blockchain collaboration and
the consolidation of various consortia, this session will consider how
the conversation has shifted from various proofs of concept to the next
stage of driving scale, a potentially painful process. Among the subjects
for consideration:
●● Legal challenges, governance and standards issues around
blockchain: Is governance more of an issue than stakeholders thought
it was going to be?
●● How important is dialogue with corporates for technology companies?
Is this important in understanding the different needs across the
ecosystem rather than relying on the banks?
●● With various attempts to introduce E-Bills to replace traditional
documents, what are the advantages and disadvantages? Why is
take-up still relatively slow?
Moderator: Sanne Wass, Senior Reporter, Global Trade Review (GTR)
Jacco De Jong, Head of Global Sales, Bolero International
Michael Vrontamitis, Head of Trade, Europe & Americas, Transaction
Banking, Standard Chartered
Amit Garg, Head of Banking, Anglo-Gulf Trade Bank

15.00 What is the current state of UK manufacturing?
With uncertainty perhaps the watchword for UK businesses and
industry at present, manufacturers are starting to plan ahead and to
look into new more efficient ways of working. As Industry 4.0 continues
to gather attention, companies will increasingly come under pressure to
progress and compete with their European and global counterparts in
areas such as new technologies and equipment, automation, AI and the
use of industrial robots. This session will look further into these exciting
developments, as well as considering the key findings of the 2019
Annual Manufacturing Report on ‘the state of the manufacturing nation’.
Report to be presented by: Henry Anson, Managing Director, Hennik
Research; Founder & Chairman, Manufacturing Services Thought

Sponsored by

Open to Export Action Plan Competition
(Runs from 12.20-15.50 – lunch served at 13.15-13.45)
The ‘Export Action Plan Competition’ encourages businesses to take
ownership of their international strategies using an online business
planning tool on OpentoExport.com. The 10 best planners will be invited
to pitch their plans at a showcase final at GTR UK 2019 in London on
May 8th. The winning company will be given £3,000 cash to implement
their export strategy.
What is the Export Action Plan tool?
Open to Export’s intuitive online planning tool takes SMEs through 5
key steps to export success. It is simple to use and works by asking
businesses to complete tasks and set actions, helping them to establish
what they need to know and do to start selling overseas. Once they
have completed the steps, they will generate an action plan which is a
brilliant showpiece to take to a bank, business advisor or international
trade advisor.
Who can enter?
Entry is eligible to SMEs (businesses with fewer than 50 employees)
who submit their Export Action Plans before 12 April 2019. The
businesses should be new to exporting or using the tool to export to
new markets.
To be chaired by Lesley Batchelor, Institute of Exports &
International Trade
Participating companies to be announced soon!

15.50 Competition closes

www.gtreview.com

AGENDA

16.10 A
 voiding groupthink: Tackling behavioural bias in the world
of trade
‘Groupthink’ has been credited as an underlying cause of the global
financial crisis, shown to cloud decision making processes both formally and
informally, hindering diversity and inclusion initiatives among other areas.
This insightful session will consider how behavioural science has a role to
play in addressing the various biases and blind spots that blight businesses
and banks alike, at a time when the UK needs to maximise every fibre of its
talent and resources.
Grace Lordan, Associate Professor in Behavioural Science, London
School of Economics (LSE)

This event is a must, not just for SMEs wanting
to export but for those already doing so.
R Lawton, Lawton Tubes

16.35 Question Time: Quizzing the UK’s future trade leaders
With the UK trade market enjoying a mostly ageing demographic, it has
never been more important to educate and attract more young people to
the industry, whether for exporting companies or the financiers tasked with
supporting them. Why are so few UK companies exporting? What can be
done to improve the situation? Is the talent of tomorrow looking to work in
trade and exports? What is the role of membership bodies and professional
initiatives in promoting the benefits of international business? How can
the market stay competitive? This session, themed on the Question Time
format, will bring various experts and practitioners together to consider
these and many other themes.
Moderator: Shannon Manders, Editorial Director, Global Trade Review
(GTR)
Alessia Borrini, Bid & Contract Coordinator, NMS Infrastructure
Valeria Mizuno-Turner, Co-Founder & Managing Director, Incredible
Bakery Company
George Hunter, Director of Sales, Coltraco Ultrasonics
Johanna Wissing, Director, Global Trade Sales, GTB, Lloyds Bank
Commercial Banking

Subscribe
today

Directory
2018-19

2018

Sponsored by

Insurance 2018

17.25 A
 nnouncement of the winner of the Open to Export Action
Plan Competition
17.30 Concluding remarks
followed by evening networking reception

“An excellent conference with great opportunities
to speak with banks and corporates.”

Insurance technology roundtable
Regulatory updates
Country and sector reports

Sponsored by Octet Europe

K Hartwell, Crown Agents
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Sponsorship opportunities

Speaking opportunities

Marketing & media opportunities

Peter Gubbins
CEO
pgubbins@gtreview.com
+44 (0)20 8772 3000

Jeff Ando
Director, Conference Production
jando@gtreview.com
+44 (0)20 8772 3015

Elisabeth Spry
Marketing Manager
espry@gtreview.com
+44 (0)20 8772 3006

For more information please contact
Rupert Hedley at rhedley@gtreview.com
www.gtreview.com

SPONSORS & PARTNERS

PLATINUM SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

MORNING REGISTRATION SPONSOR

LANYARD SPONSOR

EVENING RECEPTION SPONSOR

SILVER SPONSORS

CO-SPONSORS

INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS

WebPort Global
People. Knowledge. Opportunities.
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WebPort Global
People. Knowledge. Opportunities.
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REGISTRATION FORM

Payment details

Address

Please select credit card type

Postcode/Zip

Pricing details
Standard rate

£999

Corporate rate

£149

Exporters, importers, traders, manufacturers and producers of physical goods.

Early booking discount (10%)

Card number

Country

Expiry date

10% discount

Security code (3 or 4 digits)
MM/YY

I am booking by April 5, 2019 and would like to claim a 10% early booking discount.

Facsimile

Cardholder’s name
Can’t make the conference?

£150

Gain access to speaker presentations, online delegate networking portal and conference
delegate pack.

GTR Subscription

Email

Company VAT number

Signature

Cardholder’s signature

Save over 10% on an online only subscription

1-year online only

£270

I can confirm that I have read and agree to the terms and conditions below.

Cardholder’s address

Terms & conditions

All prices subject to 20% VAT

1. Confirmation: Booking confirmation will be
sent to you immediately for all bookings. If
you have not received an email confirmation
within 24 hours of making the booking,
please contact the team at events@
gtreview.com or on +44 (0)20 8673 9666.

Booking code

Delegate information
For multiple bookings please email events@gtreview.com

Title:

please tick

Mr
First name
Last name

Ways to register
Email: events@gtreview.com
Fax: +44 (0)20 8673 8662

Web: www.gtreview.com
Telephone: +44 (0)20 8673 9666

Post: GTR, Exporta Publishing & Events Ltd,
4 Hillgate Place, London SW12 9ER, UK
Or fill in this pdf form
and click here to submit
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Telephone

Job title
Department
Organisation

Mrs

Ms

Miss

Dr

2.	Payment (including VAT) must be made
in full prior to the start of the conference.
GTR retains the right to refuse entry in case
of non-payment. Payment can be made
through Credit Card online, via telephone
or by sending our Events team a completed
Credit Card Authorisation form.
3.	All delegates who have not paid prior to the
conference will be denied entry.
4.	Transfers: If you cannot attend a conference,
you can transfer your place to another
individual. Places can be transferred at
any time up to and including the day of
the conference. Please note an additional
charge may be applicable if the new
attendee is not entitled to the same rate.
5.	A delegate place can be transferred to
another conference, if the request to us is
received more than 5 working days before
the conference. Please note additional
charges may be applicable. A delegate can
only transfer their place a maximum of two
times, after which they will incur a 20%
administration fee.

6. Cancellations: All delegate cancellations
must be made in writing to events@gtreview.
com. The charge for cancelling your booking
is:
- 1 month before the conference: 90%
refund of the full cost
- 5 or more working days before the
conference: 80% refund of full cost
- 5 or less working days before the
conference: no refund
7.	
Non-attendance to a conference will result
in no refund.
8. In the case of the cancellation of the
conference or the change of the conference
date, GTR will not be held liable for any
booking, travel or hotel costs associated
with the booking.
Please note that all confirmed registrations are
subject to the event terms and conditions
Should you have any queries, please contract
our team at events@gtreview.com or on
+44 (0)20 8673 9666.
If you do not wish GTR to use your
information for marketing purposes,
please tick this box.

www.gtreview.com

